
English

French

Spanish

Fluent

Fluent

Level B2

Languages

Blueprints

C++

C#

2 years

6 months

6 months

Programing

Game design, systems design, 
problem solving, organisation 
& optimisation, analytical mind.

Soft skills

Tiny Town (PC) 
A simulation and management A simulation and management 
game template aimed at the UE4 
Marketplace. It is developped in 
C++ but designed to be used and 
customised via blueprints. An 
online documentation including 
tutorials is provided to get users 
started.started.

Astro (Android) 
A mobile game designed around a A mobile game designed around a 
single input. It was an opportunity 
to get myself with mobile specific 
features such as touch support, 
rumbles, online leaderboards and 
achievement s using Google Play 
Services.

Projects
Painting Practice - UE4 Programer (3 weeks) 
 Worked with a team on an Unreal Engine based pre-visualisation tool. 
 My work involved both blueprints and C++.

  - Implemented an in engine video recording C++ plugin.
  - Work on the user interface to improve flow and consistency.
    - Implemented cinematic camera movement tools.
  - Refactored existing systems to improve scalability.

Rots’n’Bots (PC) - UE4 Programer (12 weeks) 
 Online strategy game mixing real time and turn based strategy.
 My work was mainly done using blueprints.

  - Designed and implemented online gameplay mechanics.
  - Integrated Steam functionalities.
    - Designed and implemented an AI for offline play.
  - Playtesting sessions and feedback organisation.

Experience

MA Games Enterprise - University of South Wales
September 2018 - August 2019

BA Games Design - University of South Wales
September 2015 - July 2018 - Grade: First Class Honours

Baccalauréat Scientifique - Cours Secondaire d’Orsay
September 2012 - June 2015 - Grade 14.1

Education

Unreal Engine 4
C++ | Blueprints | Network & Replicaiton | Android Development | Plugin 
Creation | Animations | Project Setup 

Development software
Unity | GameMaker 1.4 | GitHub | Visual Studio | 3DS Max | 3D Coat | 
Photoshop | Premier Pro

Hard Skills

Samuel
Metters
Technical Designer

42 Harold Street
CF24 1PA, Cardiff, UK

+44 7 599 479 490

samuel.metters@gmail.com

samuelmetters.co.uk

Highly motivated game design graduate currently working towards a masters degree in Games Enterprise. 
I got to specialise myself prototyping, mechanics implementation as well as general system design. I tend 
to focus on the technical aspect of games, implementing new features or optimising existing ones. I am 
looking for a position that would enable me to both improve my current skills and learn new ones in a 
professional environment.

https://www.samuelmetters.co.uk/
mailto:samuel.metters@gmail.com
https://www.samuelmetters.co.uk/tinytown
https://www.samuelmetters.co.uk/astro
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.SneakyMouse.JetSpace
https://www.samuelmetters.co.uk/rotsnbots

